THE CHERS OF COUNTY CLARE: THEIR NAMES, FEATURES, AND BIBLIOGRAPHY. BY THOMAS J.
WESTROPP, M.A.

[Read February 25th, 1901.]

CLARE occupies so conspicuous a place among the caher-abounding districts of Ireland that I venture to lay before the Royal Irish Academy a list of the names, with short descriptions, and a few notes on the more interesting of those stone forts so exceptionally abundant in that part of the ancient Thomond. The total of forts of all kinds in the county is no less than 2420 (or roughly speaking one fort to 342 acres), the highest proportion among the counties of Munster, and only exceeded by Sligo among the districts of our western coast.

Ancient legend has concerned itself very little with these particular structures. The tale of the sons of Huamore tells how Adhar settled at Magh Adhair, near Quin, where a large mot remains which became the place of inauguration for the Dalcassian Princes of Thomond. Dael settled on the Daelach, and Ennach built a fort (dun) at Tech-n-ennach near him. The present river Daelach runs into the Atlantic near Lehinich; and as we find the large rock-cut fort of Doon on a ridge at its source, we may provisionally suppose it connected with the legend. Irgus settled at Rind Boirne or Ceann Boirne, where the fort named on the maps "Caherdoofergus" is called by the people Caherdooneerish, and possibly bears the name of the legendary hero. Aleair, according to another section of the Dind Seanchas, dug a rath on mount Callan, but it cannot be now identified. The forts of Cahercrochaun, and Lisdundalhen have been connected with the Tuatha de Danann heroes, Crochan and Dal, the latter of whom was the lover of Echtghe "the awful," who gave her name to Slieve Aughty. He was also Sengan's and Gemman's cupbearer.

Two other fort-names, Duntopa and Caherlooughlin, may be derived from Torpa, King of Thomond, 750 (or Torpa, chief of Corcomroe, about the same time), and Lochlain, chief of Corcomroe, 980, while the beautifully situated Grianan of Lachtna, on a grassy shoulder of Craglea, the mountain home of Aoibhell, the banshee and guardian
of the Dalcais, was built by and named from Lachtma (grandfather of Kennedy, the father of Brian Boru) who was prince of Thomond, and won a naval victory and many other battles over the Danes and Norsemen about 840.

Other means of dating the forts are very doubtful, for (including for the moment the neighbouring forts of Galway and Aran) flint implements have been found both in Dun Aenghus and Cahermacnole, called Cahermaclanchy, near Carran in Clare. Bronze ornaments have been found in Dun Aenghus, a mould for casting two looped bronze spears in Knockerranebane Caher in Galway, and I have been told of a bronze socketted celt found in or at a fort in Tulla Upper, Clare. Iron axes have been found in the wall at Caherspecnaun on Lough Corrib, and iron objects in the inner wall of Caherealla, near Quin, Clare. These, however, prove the date of the cahers as little as the Elizabethan or other coins found in their enclosures; and very probably the cahir-building period extends over a vast space of time in our islands, and some of the forts were rebuilt or built down to the eleventh century. For example, a cathair was "built" on Lough Derg by King Conor "na Cathrach" O'Brien, 1070–1120. Kincora, the timber and stones of which had been thrown into the water in 1118, was rebuilt by Dermot O'Brien; and even about 1220–40 King Donough O'Brien built a fort at Clonroad, "a princely palace of earth of a circular form," as stated in the "Wars of Turlough." Some were occupied down to the seventeenth century by well-known families as the O'Davoren's in Cahermacnaughten, 1675, and the MacFlanchadha or Clancies of Cahermacnolynch, 1641; while one cahir, Balliny, near Black Head, is inhabited to this day, and Caheranardurris (near Feenagh), Derry-Navahagh, and Cahermacnole were inhabited in human memory. The "Wars of Turlough" imply that the forts were going out of use in 1317, as for example "Ruain of the grass-topped Cahers"; and when Donough O'Brien in his great need sent out to muster every available man before the fatal battle near Corcomroe Abbey, he bade his messengers to summon "even any man in an ooan" or cahir.

Questions as to the age of the present fort-names have so frequently arisen that the oldest record of each name is appended. From the analogy of Aran and other places, I think it is far from improbable that the word 'caher' has replaced, or in some cases been appended to, the word 'dun,' and though my list cannot be as fully and individually

---

1 It well deserves this epithet as it has 104 forts, and is the second richest "fort parish" in Clare. The forts are still called "ooans" as in the text.
treated as the lists of cromlechs, churches, and peel towers already published in the Proceedings of this Academy, I hope it may be found at least a step towards a more complete list of the field antiquities of this most interesting county.

The distribution of forts in county Clare is approximately as follows:

**Bunratty Upper.**—Clooney, 52; Doora, 50; Inchicronan, 36; Kilraghtis, 63; Quin, 78; Templemaley, 23. Total, 302.

**Bunratty Lower.**—Bunratty, 9; Clonloghan, 22; Dromline, 15; Feenagh, 12; Kilcorney, 5; Kilfinaghta, 29; Kilfinnan, 5; Killaloe, 2; Kilmaleery, 8; Kilmurry, 12; Kilnasoola, 13; St. Munchin’s, 1; St. Patrick’s, 3; Tomfinlough, 23. Total, 159.

**Burren.**—Abbey, 10; Carran, 67; Dromcreehy, 36; Gleninagh, 6; Kilcorney, 28; Killeeney, 15; Killonaghan, 46; Kilmoon, 8; Noughaval, 33; Oughtmama, 11; Rathborne, 46. Total, 306.

**Clondegaw.**—Kilchrist, 10; Killadysert, 18; Killimer, 39; Killoffin, 16; Kilmihil, 41; Kilmurry, 30. Total, 180.

**Corcomroe.**—Clooney, 15; Kilfenora, 39; Killaspuglone, 22; Killilagh, 43; Kilmacreehy, 22; Kilmanaheen, 17; Kilshanny, 22; Kiltoraght, 12. Total, 192.

**Enrickan.**—Kilfarboy, 42; Killard, 34; Kilmurry, 73. Total, 149.

**Inchiquin.**—Dysert, 43; Inagh, 3; Kilkeedy, 28; Kilnaboy, 85; Kilnamona, 21; Rathblamaic, 30; Ruan, 104. Total, 314.

**Islands.**—Clare Abbey, 26; Clonagad, 39; Dromcliff, 41; Killone, 42; Kilmaley, 71. Total, 219.

**Moyarta.**—Kilballyone, 79; Kilferragh, 55; Kilmaeduin, 49; Kilrush, 28; Moyarta, 115. Total, 326.

**Tulla Upper.**—Feakle, 10; Iniscaltra, 2; Kilnac, 44; Moyrane, 1; Tomgraney, 10; Tulla, 43. Total, 110.

**Tulla Lower.**—Clonlea, 21; Killaloe, 30; Killokennedy, 19; Killuran, 12; Kilseily, 13; Kiltinanlea, 8; O’Brien’s Bridge, 30; Ogonnellae, 29. Total, 162.

Total for whole county, 2420.

There are several important groups of caher, the more remarkable
of which are shown by italics and are given later in this paper. For example we may briefly note—

(a). The Gleensleade Group, Ordnance Survey, Sheet 5, in which we find Caherberneens, two forts in Berneens, Gleninshen caher, and four other forts; Garracloon caher and another fort; Lisgogan; Caheranardurris; and two forts near it; Cahernamweela; Caheresshlaun, and two other forts; Poulgorm and Lishagnaun, Eantybeg, (2); Caherlisananima, Caherlisaniaka, Lisananima; two in Eantymore; six in Cragballyconoal (two of large size with souterrains); Poulbaun and Ballymihil (3). Among these groups occur the two dolmens of Berneens and those of Gleninshen, the beautifully poised dolmen of Poulnaabron, the two of Cragballyconoal, the two fallen ones on the borders of the last in Poulbaun and Ballymihil, and the nobly-situated and perfect dolmen of Poulnaphuca on the summit of the hill overlooking the Turlough Valley. In all 36 cahers and 9 dolmens. Described in the Journal R. S. A. I., xxviii., p. 359; xxxix., p. 370. Only one dolmen, Gleninshen (called Berneens), described by Borlase.

(b). The Poulacarran Group, Sheets 9, Caherconnell, and a fort near it; two in Eantybeg, Moheramoylan, a rath, and another stone fort near it; Cahergrillaun, two in Rannagh, Cahermacnole and a small fort. Four in Poulearagharush; seven in the valley of Poulcarran; four on the ridge of Cahermackirilla; three each in Carran and Fanygalvan; four in Sheshy, and two in Moheraroon. Along with these are dolmens in Moheramoylan and Iskanacuillinn, and three in Fanygalvan; three pillars and a tumulus in Cahermackirilla near the last. In all thirty-nine forts and four dolmens, a tumulus, a rath, and three gallans. Described, R. S. A. I., xxviii., p. 350.

(c). The Noughaval Group, Sheets 9, 16.—Caherkyletaan, and two forts near it; Cahercuttine, and a fort near it; Cahervasal; Lismoher; Cahernaspekee, and a square fort; three others in Ballyganner, north. A fort enclosing a dolmen, Caheranenden, Caher with Ballyganner Castle, and seven other cahers; Ballykinvara, and two other forts; Caherminane, and two other forts; two at Ballyshanny, and Ballybaun two forts. Along with these, two dolmens and a ring of stones round a souterrain near Cahercuttine; two "slab houses" and two dolmens near Caheranenden; the dolmen in the caher; two other dolmens in Ballyganner south; one at Cloneen and two near Ballykinvara.
In all thirty-four forts, eight dolmens with cairns, slab huts, and other antiquities. Caherkyletaan, Cahercuttine, Caherwalsh, Cahernaspekee, and its moher, and the great dolmen in Ballyganner South are in line nearly north and south, while the distant hill fort of Doon, Ballykinvarga, the fort near it; Cahernaspekee and the fort on the hill above Caherndedden are in line south-west and north-east, Cahernaspekee lying on the cross lines. Described, R. S. A. I., xxvii., p. 116, and xxx., p. 398, and R. I. A. Ser. iii., vol. iv., p. 544.

(d). The Crumlin Group, Sheet 4.—Fanore, 2; Ballyelly, 5; Caher Balliny, Caher Cragagh, and three others, and about thirty forts from Derreen to Oughtdarra. In all forty-two cahers, including Cahernagree, Caherdoon, Caherduff, and Cahernagrian. Description, R. S. A. I., xxxi., p. 9.

(e). Glasha Group, Sheet 8.—In Killilagh Parish, Cahernacrusheen; Cahermaclanchy, and another; seven in Glasha, including Caherglasha; Ballyvoe, two, and eight others; two raths at Killilagh Caheradoon, near Bealaghline, Knockastoolery rath, with alleged ogam pillar. The fallen dolmen of Cahernacrusheen lies within this group. In all twenty-one cahers, three raths, a dolmen, and a pillar.

(f). Slenvenaglasha Group, Sheet 10.—In Kilnaboy Parish, Tullycommane, large double-walled caher, and four smaller forts, a rath, Knockaun fort, Mohernacartan; Cahereenmoyle, Cahercommaun, and two others; Cashlaungar, and another,
Creevagh, two ring-walls, one enclosing dolmen; Carrachautaggard (two doubtful enclosures), and a cahir in Clooncoose. Besides nine cairns (those of Cappaghkennedy and Teeskagh waterfall being large), and the dolmens at Knockaun fort, Tullycommaun, Slievenaglasha, Cappaghkennedy, and Creevagh, a slab house, &c. In all, seventeen cahers, a rath, nine cairns, and five dolmens. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 363. Borlase, "Dolmens of Ireland," i., p. 73.

(g). The Magh Adhair Group, Sheet 34.—Caherella, and seven forts; Toonagh and four forts, Drumbaun two forts, Creevagh cahir, with ten other forts. Along with the mound, cairn and pillar of Magh Adhair, three dolmens in Toonagh, at Ballyhickey, the southern one at Caherloaghan. Described (Caherella, Magh Adhair, and Creevagh), R.S.A.I., xx., p. 463, xxiii., p. 432, xxvi., p. 150; R.I.A., Ser. iii., vol. iv., p. 55.

(h). The Dangan Group, Sheet 35, adjoining the last, Carrowbane, and thirty forts (the greatly defaced cahers in Dangan, Cragbhwee, and Gorteen), Caherloaghan, and three forts. Five cists at Moymore in Caherloaghan. In all, thirty-five forts and five cists, the latter described in "Dolmens of Ireland," i., p. 92. Nearly all the cahers in this group have been levelled within 4 feet of the ground, and are featureless. And the same applies to a once important series of cahers, south of groups g and h, in Kildrum and Ballymarkahan.

(i). In numerous other parts of Clare, large groups of earth forts occur, and most of the low hills round Tulla and Bodyke are capped with one or more. The south-west angle of Clare has also large numbers of lisses, some (like the chambered Lisnaleagaun at Kilkee, and the fine Liscroneen, with its deep fosse and high earthworks) being very noticeable, but outside the scope of this paper.

Books referred to briefly:—

D.R.D. "Dublin Registry of Deeds, King's Inns."
R.I.A. "Proceedings of Royal Irish Academy."
"R.S.A.I." The Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland under its various names as follows:—
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Vol. xxiii. 1893. "Prehistoric Forts of Central Clare."
Vols. xxvi. and xxvii. "Prehistoric Forts of Northern Clare."
Vol. xxviii. "Forts of Loop Head."
Vol. xxxi. "Prehistoric Remains in North-western Clare."
Dublin University Magazine, xli., p. 504. S. F. "Clare and Aran—
Ballykinvara Fort," &c.
Borlase, W. C., "Dolmens of Ireland."
"1675." A survey of Clare (1671-1679) now at Edenvale.

CAHER NAMES.
[Existing names in small capitals, lost names in italics.]

BURREN.

GLENNAGH (6 forts).
1. Caherdoooneerish or Caherdoonfergus on map (O. S. Map 1). On
Black Head, an irregular ring with one angle, and many traces
of coarse rebuilding. It is terraced; gateway defaced, to east,
34 inches wide, name probably means "Fort of Irghus.
Described by Lord Dunraven, "Notes," vol. i., p. 17. Limerick
(1901), p. 4. Same.
2. Caherdooonestighusha (1).—A defaced ring wall.

DROMKREEHY (36 forts).
3. Caherloughlin (2).—A large ring wall divided into fields, and
defaced.
4. Cahermore Ballyconney (2).—"Baile conaime," 1380. A large
irregular fort, defaced.
5. Caherwarraga (5).—Defaced.
6. Cahermoyle (5).—In Dangan, with two souterrains and a gateway,
probably Cahernague, 1641, and Kahernagree in Dangan, 1655.
7. Caher of Oonknochanagroach (5).—Nearly levelled.
8. Cahernahoughan (2).—Ballycahill. A dolmen once stood in same
townland.

ABBEY (10 forts).
9. Cahermortycloough (3).—It and the noteworthy earthen Liss of
Mortycloough, with two ranges of souterrains, lie together.
O'Curry suggests that the name is "mothair tighe cloiche."
10. Caheridon, north of Corcomroe Abbey, 1580. Elizabethan Map,
in Hardiman Maps, Trinity College, Dublin, perhaps last.
Killonaghan (46 forts).

11. Caherduff (4), in Crumlin.—A ring wall, not named on 1839 map.


15. Caherbannah (2).—Grant, 1612. A defaced fort.


17. Caherenardubrishe (5).—A coarsely built ring wall 114 feet in diameter and 9 feet high and thick. Much of the wall standing. It was inhabited in 1839. The name is said to mean the Caher of the high wood, Ardross (in contrast to Feenagh at the foot of the hill) so Ordnance Survey Letters. *Description* R.S.A.I., *xxxI.*

Kilmoon (8 forts).

18. Cahermoyle, Cragreagh (4).—A ring wall of large and good masonry, 6 feet high, defaced, gateway to N.E. *Description* R.S.A.I., *xxxI.*


21. **Caheebullog (4)**, the upper fort now usually bears the townland name. It is a coarsely built, featureless ring wall, 100 feet in diameter, 11 feet thick, and 7 high. Foundations of huts and perhaps kennels remain. *Described*, R.S.A.I., xxxi., p. 16.


Rathborney (46 forts).

25. **Caheerfeenagh (2)**. "Fiodnaig," 1380. A fine oval fort, 152 feet across north and south, and 114 feet east and west, with three terraces and two flights of steps. The wall is 13 to 15 feet high, and 17 feet 4 inches thick. The gateway is defaced, and looks to east. The masonry shows many signs of rebuilding, the wall is double, and the batter 1 in 12. *Described*, R.S.A.I., xxxi.

26. **Caheerismasheedy (5)**. A coarsely-built crescent wall 10 feet high, and 12 feet to 16 feet thick abutting on a cliff, enclosing a D-shaped space 171 feet by 147 feet, with a hut site.

27. **Caheer Cloonmartin (5)**.

28. **Caheermacuen (5)**. Caherigone, 1603 grant; Kahirmahunne, 1655, B. D., p. 470.

29. **Caheerbeenekens (5)**. A small nearly levelled fort 50 feet long.

30. **Caheergarrycloon (5)**. A ring wall.

31. **Caheermacnaughten (9)**. A massive ring wall 127 feet diameter, the rampart 10 feet high and thick, with late mediaval gateway to east-south-east, and foundations of houses. "Caheerwicknaghty, 1590 Fiants." This caher and its contained buildings are fully described in the will of Gillananaeve O'Davoren, 1675. In this caher Donald O'Davoren wrote his dictionary of Irish words, and Duald Mac Firbis studied Brehon Law. *Described*, R.S.A.I., xxvii., p. 120, with plan.


R.I.A. PROC., SER. III., VOL. VI.
33. CAHERMORE, Ballyallaban (5). A fine ring wall 186 feet diameter, of large "cyclopean masonry," 9 feet high and thick, with a late medieval door to north-east, overlooking all the Ballyvaughan Valley to Galway Bay. Foundations of house, huts and enclosures lie in the garth. Described by Lord Dunraven, I., p. 18, R. S. A. I., xxxi.

34. Caheriskebohill and Kahirballyungane, near Caherwooly, 1655, B.D., p. 475, probably Doonyvardan forts.

KILKENNY (15 forts).

35. CAHERMAAN (9). Cathair medain, 1380; Karmyn, 1560 map; Carmeane, Inquisition, 1624.

36. CAHERMACKERILLA, or CAHERLAPPANE (9). Cathair lapain, 1380; Caherlaffane Inquisition, 1624; Carrowmickerill or Caherlappane, 1602 grant; Cahervickerelly and Ballylappan, Inquisition of Terence O’Brien, 1624. The fort is much broken, and contains a well dedicated to St. Colman mac Duach.

37. "CAHERNAETINNA" (5). The site to which this name is attached by the maps is only a sheepfold with no fort or foundation near it.

KILCORMEY (28 forts).

38. CAHERANARDURRISH (5). "Fort of the high door." A ring wall, 126 to 132 feet in diameter; the wall 8 feet high and thick, of good coursed masonry; had cairn and small cist in interior; gateway perfect; faces east. Described (with view) in R.S.A.I., xxix., p. 379.

39. CAHERNAWMEEELA (5). Locally "Cahernane bwee." A small ring 60 feet in diameter, with hut-site and enclosure on a bluff over the valley in Poulgorm; gateway to south-east. Described, R. S. A. I., xxix., p. 378.

40. CAHERCASHILLEN (9). A remarkable cliff fort of irregular plan, 152 feet long, on a high knoll with an enclosure down the eastern slope and gateways to east. In the upper garth is a large rock-cut souterrain. Described, R.S.A.I., with plans and view, xxix., pp. 376–378.

41. CAHERLISANANIMA (9). Lisananamagh, 1655, B.D., p. 468. A ring wall on a bluff in Eanty. The name is sometimes applied to another fort with a perfect gateway, on the hill side to the north. Described, R.S.A.I., xxix., with view, p. 371.
42. CAHERLISANASKA (9), on another bluff opposite the last.


44. CAHERLISANROUM (9). A well-built ring wall, with a side enclosure on the edge of a cliff.

CARRAN (67 forts).

45. CAHERGILILLAUN (9), said to mean "fort of the heath bloom," translated "Dutch chair" in Mason's "Parochial Survey," vol. iii., p. 287. A fine oval ring wall, 120 by 150 feet. The wall is 15 to 9 feet high, and 10 feet thick at base, to 6 feet 7 inches above, with terraces, and a double flight of steps meeting at a platform, like Staigue and Cahergel in Kerry. The gateway faces the south, and is defaced masonry, "cyclopean," with ruder coursed masonry above. Described, R.S.A.I., xxix., p. 364, with plan and view.

46. CAHERMACNOLLE, or CAHERMACROLE, called Cahermackirilla on 1839 map (9). Cathair meic iruil, 1380; Cahermaconnell, Inquisition of Morogh O'Cashyn, 1623; Cahermacconnella, Inquisition, 1624; Cahermacconnelo, Mason's Survey, 1819. A large circular ring of fine masonry, with a side enclosure. The ring is 140 feet across the walls, 8 feet high and 15 feet thick. In it are a souterrain and foundations. The gateway defaced and to the east. Flint implements (pointed) were found, and base silver coins. Described, R.S.A.I., xxviii., with plan.

47. CAHER MOHERMOLAN (9), circular but nearly levelled, except a perfect gateway to the south, 4 feet 4 inches wide and 6 feet high. A souterrain and foundations lie in the garth. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvi., with view, p. 365.

48. CAHER OF POULCARAGHARUS (9). A massively-built ring, with a perfect gateway facing the east. Described, R.S.A.I., xxviii., p. 361, with view.

49. CAHER MOHERMANGAN, also called "Cahernaglasha" (10), not named on 1839 map, lies on the border of Kilnaboy parish. It is a massive caher, 138 feet across, overlooking the "Labbanaglasha" valley. It had a souterrain and hut foundations.

1 Caher McNeil. Estate maps of Earl of Thomond, 1703.
and is the traditional residence of the smith Lon Mac Liomhtha of the Tuatha de Danann. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 364, Legend, xxv., p. 227.

50. Cathair Craallaha, south of Crughwill and between it and Leanna, mentioned, 1317, in the "Wars of Turlough."

Noughaval (33 forts).


52. Cahercutrine (9), not named on 1839 map. A fine and massive oval ring wall, 130 by 137 feet, with a slight terrace and three flights of steps. The gate to south perfect, save for lintel, which was removed since 1876; near the fort are two dolmens, a cairn, and a small slab ring with souterrain. "Cahirnegotten, or Cariowen Chotten, alias Cahergotten," in Patent to Earl of Thomond, 1610. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvii., p. 117, with plan and views; Proc. R.I.A., ser. iii., vol. iv., p. 544.


54. Caherpolla, alias Pahaffane, adjoined Lismoher in 1655. Inquisition, 1624.

55. Caherwalsh (9), perhaps the last named. It is a large straight-sided enclosure, 162 by 156 feet, with many foundations; near it are a cairn and hut-sites. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvii., p. 118, with plan.

56. Cahernaspekeen (9). A ring wall, with a terrace faced with slabs and defaced gateway to south. Described, ibid., p. 118.

57. Caheracleary (9), in Sheshy; defaced.

58. Cahermore Sheshy (9), defaced.


60. Cahers of Ballyganner North: one contains a dolmen, the other has a perfect gateway and encloses a small ring-wall.
CORCOMROE.

KILLILAGH (43 forts).

61. CAHERNAGHIAN (4), in Ballynahown.
62. CAHERADOON (4). A ring wall on the ridge in Ballinahow (over Crumlin) in Killonaghan. These two forts are not named on 1839 map.
63. CAHERADOON (8), Doonmacfelim, defaced.
64. CAHERADOON (8), Doonagore, levelled.
66. CAHERMACLANY (8). A ring wall of large blocks, 110 feet across, nearly levelled to foundations. It had a souterrain, and is near a dolmen. Cahermacclancy, 1585 and 1621, grants to Boetius Clancy.
67. CAHERGLASIA (8), Glaise, 1380. A nearly levelled small fort, 87 feet across, with a large souterrain and cells.
68. CAHERKINALLIA, CAHERCUNELLA, or CAHERREAGH (8). A ring wall on a low knoll in a marshy hollow. Caherkinnalia, 1655.
69. CAHERGALLINE, 1621, grant to Boetius Clancy; Cahergallyre, 1579, grant; also B.D. (1655), p. 255, adjoining Killilagh townland; or Cahergaltech in Kilyogh, 1709, D. R. D., Book i., p. 425.
70. CAHERGUNINE, probably in Teergoneen, D. R. D., Book 24, p. 320.
71. CAHERKALY, alias Carkelly, or Carhnekeill, near Doonmacphelim, named with Cahergalline, 1708, D.R.D., Book i., p. 425, Book 24, p. 320.
72. CAHERMANNAGH, or CAHERREMANAGH, 1719, in Killilagh, D.R.D., Book 24, p. 320.

KILMACREEHY (22 forts).

73. CAHERMORE (14). A bridge near Moher Cliff fort, perhaps Caher Moher; the neighbouring fort consisted of a dry stone wall across a spur on Hag’s Head; it is now levelled.
74. CAHERGILLAUN (8). A small fort in Lisloran.
75. CAHERNAFURKEESA (22). A half-moon wall abutting on a cliff, now defaced.
76. CAHERICAHILL (14), so named in 1626 Inquisition; destroyed.
77. CAHERBARNAGH (14).

KILSHANNY (22 forts).

79. CAHERPHREEGAUN (15). A small caher east of Kilshanny church.
80. CAHERLOOSCAUN (15), 1641; "Cahireluscan," 1712, D.R.D., Book 9, p. 35.
82. CAHERREAMORE (15), Cagherimore, 1655, B.D., p. 230; D.R.D., pp. 36, 86.
85. CAHERVEYLANE, near Cahireluscan, or Caherlooscaun, D.R.D., 1712, Book 9, p. 35.

KILFENORA (39 forts).

86. Cathair Fhionnabhrach, a fort near Kilfenora, named in the "Book of Rights."

87. CAHER BALLYKINVARGA (9), Baile cind mhargaid, 1380, probably the fort "Caherloglin," in East Balkenuarga, 1655, B.D., p. 189. A very fine and massive ring wall (a), 135 by 155 feet; diameter, 14 feet thick and 15 feet high, with three terraces and upright joints, of large masonry. A massive gateway to east lintel, 7 feet long. The fort is surrounded by a thick-set abattis of large and small pillars, 50 to 100 feet out, with kerbing of large stones; one pillar is 7 feet high and 2 feet 7 inches thick (p). There is a well (y) in the abattis and a straight, sunken passage (n) leading to the gateway. Foundations of enclosures inside (a). A fallen cromlech lies in the neighbouring field. Described, R.S.A.I., vol. xxvii., p. 121. It is very slightly and imperfectly noted by Lord Dunraven, ii., p. 18, who omits all allusion to the abattis, monoliths, and hut-sites, and says wrongly that the wall is double and the passage curved; and is briefly mentioned by Mr. Frost, History of Clare, p. 101, and by "S. F.," Dublin University Magazine, xli., p. 505.
88. **CAHERMINANE** (9), "Cathair mionain," 1577, Annals of the Four Masters; "Carmanbeg," 1655, B.D., p. 191. A fairly perfect ring wall, with steps and defaced gateway to east; the gate had four corner-posts and two lintels.

89. **CAHERLAHERTAIGH** (9), Carroghflaherty in Caherminane, grant 1585. A greatly defaced fort, with large "cyclopean" masonry, an oval hut-site, &c.; not far away is a dolmen, figured by Borlase, vol 1, p. 69. Described, R.S.A.I. xxvii., p. 125.

90. **CAHER BALLYSHANNY** (9). A large defaced ring, 132 by 137 feet diameter, on a knoll. It had a gate to the east, and steps leading down from it, and traces of souterrains. *Ibid*, p. 126.

91. **CAHERREMON** (16), Caheredmond, in Ballykeady (Ballykeale), 1655. Now levelled to the field. Dutton in his Statistical Survey, Appendix, p. 12, 1819, describes its walls as covered with orpine, and names it Cahiromond. Petrie calls it "a fine remain."

---

1 "Military Architecture of Ireland," MSS. R.I.A.
92. CAHERBALLAGH (16), so called from the townland.
93. Caheryline, in West Ballykenuarga (perhaps No. 88), 1655, B.D., p. 119.
95. Lstoresen na Caheragh (24), an earthen fort.

CLOONEY (15 forts).
96. CHERHERKIN (15), Cathair Seircin, 1380, Cahershekin, 1655. Kiltoraght Parish has 12, and Kilmanaheen 17 forts. So far as I can find, no caher names occur.

INCHIQUIN.

KILNABOY (85 forts).

is Tullach Chumann, in Annals Four Masters, 1599.) It is a noble triple fort on the edge of a precipice over Glencurraun Valley. Perhaps the fort of Caechan Boirne in the Book of Rights, "constant the road of the King," as the "Boher na
mac Riogh " runs to the foot of the hills. The middle fort is a massive ring, 130 by 157 feet in diameter, with no apparent gateway, except an opening 3 feet wide on the edge of the cliff. The rampart is rudely built, 21 feet thick, with a terrace and steps, and 14 feet high. The second wall is of better masonry, but much broken, the outer wall coarsely built with upright joints, and 8 feet high, 320 by 245 feet across, several radiating walls (two forming a curious passage), and hut foundations remain. Described, Dunraven, i., p. 18, and R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 153, with plan and views.

98. CAHEREENMOYLE (10), a fort of beautifully regular masonry on a knoll opposite the last.

99. CAHER; CASHLAUN GAR (10), not named on 1839 map. An interesting cliff fort on an abrupt rock. Its wall is well built, 10 feet thick, and 13 feet 6 inches high, with upright joints and a well-built gateway facing east-north-east, and over a cliff, so must have been reached by ladders; the wall has several salient angles as it follows the edge of the precipice. Several oval hut sites are traceable in the interior. Described, Dunraven, i., p. 18.; R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 152, with plan and views.

100. CAHERBAVAUN (10), a ring wall on the border of Carran, usually forming an islet in Castletown Lake. Described, with view, R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 364.

101. CAHERCREEKEEN (16), not named on 1839 map. A large ring wall, 120 by 135 feet on the ridge behind Lemenieagh Castle. It has traces of enclosures, and two souterrains; the present rampart is built against an older one. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 368.

102. CAHERPADDA (16), so named in 1641; "Cahiradda," grant to Murrogh, Earl of Inchiquin, 1666, defaced.

103. CAHERMACON (16), Cahermachuna, 1655, B.D., p. 508.

104. CAHERBLONICK (16), Caherblonghe, 1544, in grant to Murrogh, 1st Earl of Thomond. Caherblonogg, 1675.

105. CAHERMORE ROUGHAN (16), a large fort, with a souterrain and narrow gateway to east; near it was found a cist, with two skeletons not extended, but with their feet to the east. In the same field is the Tau cross of the Termon of Kilnaboy, and not far distant a fallen dolmen. Descriptions, Canon Dwyer, "Diocese of Killaloe," p. 494; R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 367.
106. Cahermore Lackareagh in Glenquin (10), "Cahirmore in Glenkeane," 1655, B.D., p. 519. A well-built ring wall, with outer circle on a bluff above Glenquin, but under the cliffs of Slievenaglasha. The inner ring 110 feet in diameter, the outer ring, 170 feet across. The gateway is broken, and faced the south-east. The wall is 10 feet thick, and 11½ feet high, and has a terrace. A souterrain remains in the garth. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 365, view, xxvii., p. 122, plan.

107. Cahermore Killleen (17), "Caherdrumassan or Cahraghee-duva" in Killleen, 1655, B.D., p. 515, a large ring wall with a terrace, but otherwise featureless. The gateway faces the east.

108. Caher, Mullach Darrien (17), a well-built and massive caher, 129 feet to 131 feet in diameter, with a terrace and recesses, probably for wooden ladders. A rock, cutting perhaps a souterrain, remains. The wall is 9 feet thick and 9 feet high; batter, 1 in 4. Described, R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 367.

109. Caherahaogh (17), a coarsely built fort, 95 feet to 103 feet in diameter; the sides flattened, and corners boldly rounded off, with late mortar-built gate and steps to east. Early steps to north, straight from the ground to the terrace, and turning to the left from terrace to top of wall, R.S.A.I., xxvi., p. 367, with view, p. 366.

110. Caherbillaun (17), Caherinvullaun, near Lisduff, 1587, Fiant, Carvallan, 1655.

111. Cahermacateer (16), Caherwickyter, 1601 fiant; Caher Mac Teire, 1666 grant. It is coarsely built of large rough rocks and is featureless.

112. Cahrietellaghan, near Ballycasin and Kilnaboy, 1621.

113. Cahernahallia, 1544; or Cahernacally, near Glenkeene, 1660; or Cahernahaille Oghternagh, 1655, B.D., p. 510. Perhaps Caherwoughtereen or Caherogherlinny in Glankeen, 1655, near Lackareagh, and, if so, possibly Cahermore Lackareagh, or the defaced caher in Parknahaill in Caherblonick.

114. Cahershillagh, named separately from the last, and perhaps identified (B.D., p. 510) with Caherveanagh (Caherbannagh), 1655.
115. Cahermoyle or Cahermeenros on map, 1651, apparently at or near Roughan; or Cahirmeeene, 1666, grant; perhaps Cahermore, Roughan. Cahermore adjoins Lemaneagh, 1675.

116. Caherpolla, near Cahernahailly, 1655; and (117) Caherluny near it, Inquisition, 1605.

Ruan (104 forts).


119. Cahernacrea (17), Cahirm’knea, 1592 Fiant. Cahervicknea, 1655, B.D., p. 566. There is a massive ring-wall, 130 feet across, and in parts 8 feet high. The features defaced, and much of the wall facing re-built to enclose a plantation. Near it, and entirely overthrown and overgrown is a large oval enclosure 300 feet across.

120. Cahernanvillare and Cahereen (17) in Caherlough, small overthrown cahers.

122. Cahernamart, alias Carhuanalasha in Tullydea, 1641. A large earthen fort, still called Liscarhoonaglasha.

123. Cahernanorane (25), Caherneniorane in Ballymacrogan, B.D., p. 557, not named in 1839 map. A cahir of large masonry, much broken.

124. Caher Tirenavoghter (17), 1655, B.D., p. 567, one of the cahers in Teerna.


126. Cahergal, near Lismuing; grant 1671.

127. Cahermigan, in Ruan, 1641.


Rathelamaic (30 forts).

129. Cahergall Hill (16), Carbuduff, or Cahergeale, or Knockardinees, 1655, B.D.

130. Cahernamona (25), so named, 1641.

131. Cahercorcan (25), so named in 1577 Fiant, but Cragcorcan in Annals Four Masters, 1584 and 1601.
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Dysertodea (43 forts).

133. Caheragalraigh and Cahergurraun (25).—Two nearly levelled double-ringed cahers on the ridge of Cappanakilla; the latter is probably the Cahergirdone of 1550.

135. Cahearcblancy (25), so called, 1641. Caherflanchy or Gortnepish, 1655, B.D., p. 554.

Kilnamona (21 forts).


137. Caheervickaun (25).

138. Caherbanagh (25), in Carrowkelle, 1655, B.D., p. 573; probably in Dysert Parish, 1612; Caherbeanagh leased by the Earl of Thomond, 1666.

There are twenty-eight forts in Kilkeedy and three in Inagh parish, but so far as I know there are no cahir names.

IBRICKAN.

Kilfarboy (42 forts).

139. Caherogan (31).—Caherogan in grant of 1550.

Kilmurry (73 forts).


141. Caherard (31) in Doonsallagh.

142. Caheraran (31).


Killard (34 forts).

144. Caherleane (46).—Cahirleague, 1655, map.

145. Caherduff and Cahermoyle (46), in Glaseloon, named in 1623 grant.
Moyarta.

KILBALLYONE (79 forts).

147. CAHERCROCHAIN (71).—Caherrocane, named with Dunleeky in a grant of 1511. A large demolished fort, 180 feet in diameter, on a hill commanding a view from Arran to Mount Brandon and up the Shannon to Tarbert.

148. Caheraoolia, Cahersaul, and CAHERNAHEANMNA (71), three nearly levelled forts on Loop Head (Cuchullin’s Leap), their legend (and notes on the sites) given, R.S.A.I., xxviii., p. 411.

KILMACDUAN (49 forts).

151. CAHERFERNICK (47), named in 1641 and 1655, B.D.

152. Cagheraghcellin (48), named in 1655, B.D.

153. Cahernaroughti, in Dromelihy, named in 1655, B.D., p. 373.

Moyarta (115 forts).


KILRUSH (28 forts).

155. CAHERNAHOLEY.—1641 Depositions in Trinity College, Dublin; held then by F. Moseley.

Fifty-five forts, but no caher names in Killieragh.

Clonderlaw.

Killimer (39 forts).

156. CAHERNAGAT (67), in Ballymacrinan; a fine dry-stone fort.

157. CAHERADOON (67), in Doonagrogue.

158. Cahirglasce or Caherslassa, Dublin Registry of Deeds, 1715, book 20, p. 390, Caherglass or Carrodonnet in Teervane, 1655, B.D., p. 369. Teervarna adjoins Doonagrogue at Caheradoon.¹

Kilmurry (30 forts).

159. CAHERNOUGH, near Kilmore, 1655, B.D., p. 356.

160. CAHERBANE, or Carhubane, 1655, B.D., p. 356.

¹ Cahirlassa aitás Carroo. The two Domes, Derilogh or Teernane, 1675, evidently Derilough.
161. CAHERMURPHY (39).—Cahermurchada, 1594 Fiants; Cahermort-how alias Carmore, 1655, B.D., p. 351; Cahermoroghue, 1738; Macgorman tombstone at Coad.

162. Caher, a nameless cahir with high stone walls stands on a ridge in Cahermurphy on the road from Ennis, perhaps Cahermore, 1675.

163. CAHERCANYAN (48), Cahirkeneven, 1601 Fiants.

KILFIDDANE (25 forts), and KILLADYSART (18 forts).

164. CAHERCON (69) Cathair da Chon 1380, Kaerdoghon, 1569 map, Caheracon, 1819.

165. Caherawn, named with Caheracon in a grant to the Earl of Thomond to Mr. Scott, D.R.D, Book 27, p. 319.

Killofin Parish has 16 forts and Kilchrist 11, but no cahir names.

ISLANDS.

KILMALEY (71 forts),

166. CAHEREA (41), Cathair Aedha, 1585, deed.

167. CAHERMORE (33), near Knockatunna, 1641 and 1655, B.D., p. 282.

DROMCLIFF (41 forts).

168. CAHERCALLA (33), Cahercalla, 1617 deed. Caherkillimore and beg, and even Fagherkillimore in B.D., p. 267, and map of same period. The fort has been partly rebuilt by the late Mr. Marcus Keane, and is a massive ring wall.

169. CAHERNAKIRKA (33), levelled since 1839.

CLARE ABBEY (26 forts).

170. Carbowne, near Barntick, 1665, B.D., p. 318. Perhaps one of the overthrown forts near Killone Lake.

CLONDAGAD (39 forts).

171. CAHEREA (42), rest of townland is in Kilmaley. Cahirea, 1585 Fiants; Cahora, 1655, B.D., p. 306. Killone parish has 42 forts but no cahir names.
UPPER BUNRATTY.

Inchcronan (36 forts).

172. Caher (18), Cagher, 1655, B.D., p. 98.
173. Caheraphuca (26). Fort defaced; the fine dolmen is illustrated; Borlase, i., p. 82.
174. Kahirduff, or Chairduff, in Kilvoynan, 1655, B.D., p. 103.
175. Chareconde, in Dromintuke, 1655, B.D., p. 103.

TEMPLEMALEY (23 forts).


KILRAUGHTIS (63 forts).

177. Caherhiny in Ballyhogan (26); Cahereiny, 1557 Fiants. A large fort nearly levelled and with a souterrain; near it were two long dolmens. One has been levelled in making a road.
178. Cahernalough (34).

DOORA (50 forts).

182. Chahiremore in Kilbrecanbeg, 1655, B.D., p. 124; some nearly levelled forts remain. Perhaps Cahirenegrouh at Kilbrecan, 1675.
183. Caherloghan (34), so named 1641 and 1655. A large defaced fort near a stream. In this townland is a group of five small cists, and at the opposite extremity an overthrown larger dolmen: see Borlase, i., pp. 83, 92.
184. Cahergiridan, 1580 Fiants, "Cahairgreddane," 1586 Inquisition. "Cahergiridan." Shown by Petty's map, 1655, and the B.D., to be near Carrahan, and perhaps the defaced but curious caher in that townland.¹

¹ Between Cunagher and Classagh, 1675.
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Clooney (52 forts).

185. Cahershaughnessy (34), Cahershagenis, 1586. Inquisition of Teige M'Namara finn. A large fort with two rings. The inner 166 to 148 feet, the outer 567 feet in diameter, with a rampart of massive masonry six feet high and twelve feet thick. The gateway is defaced and to the west. Hut-sites and radiating walls to outer ring exist. Described, R.S.A.I., vol. xxiii., p. 287, by A. Gethin Creagh and H. B. Harris, with plans, etc., by T. J. Westropp.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 4.—Cahershaughnessy.

186. Cahergal, 1641, near Maghery, and close to Tyredagh, 1655, B.D., p. 109. Near it was Coolasluasta Lough, a primitive place of settlement described by A. G. Creagh and T. J. Westropp, R.S.A.I., xxv., p. 179.

187. Cahershane, part of Corbally, 1679 grant under Act of Settlement.

Quin (78 forts).

188. Cahercalla (34); Cahercalla, 1641; Caherkelly, 1655, B.D., p. 141; also grant, 1679. A large, though rudely built, triple fort, with three rings. The inner is 141 feet diameter, with a
wall 17 feet thick and 8 feet high. The outer ring, 344 over all. Iron objects have been found in the walls. Not far distant are the mote, cairn pillar, and basin stone of Magh Adhair, Moyree, 1584 and 1839 (Moyer's Park at present), the place of Inauguration of the Dalcassian Princes. (See infra). Described, R.S.A.I., xxiii., p. 432; and xxvi., p. 150, and Proc. R.I.A., Ser. iii., vol. iv., p. 56.

Fig. 5.—Caheroalla (Quin).

189. CAHER OF CREEVAGH (34), Cahermine, 1679 grant. Caherumine in Creevagh, 1655, B.D., p. 141 and map. Cahermine, Cahermunigan or Caheroine, 1660 grant. Caherbane, 1675. A perfect but featureless ring-wall, 100 feet diameter, wall 9 feet high and 8 feet thick; gateway to north-east; near last-named caher.
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192. Cahermalla, near Ballyroughan, 1678 grant, under Act of Settlement.

193. Cahergal, near Ballykilty, perhaps Kildrum fort, 1666 grant.

LOWER BUNRATTY.

KILNASoola (13 forts).

194. Caher of Newmarket (51), a defaced fort with gateway to east; the wall of good masonry, 15 to 18 feet thick, 7 feet high, and batter 1 in 4. Gateway to south and another to the north.

195. Chaghrononghan in Ballysallagh West, 1655, B.D., p. 159.

KILMALKERY (8 forts).

196. Caheraphoria (51), Cahervory on the Fergus, 1666 grant.

197. Caherbane or Carrowbane (51); latter name on maps; not Caherrabane, 1602.


TOMFINLOUGH (23 forts).

201. Caher of Moghane (42), Cahermogha, 1590 map. Perhaps originally Caherkine, as it is covered by that townland in Petty's map, 1683. Possibly Cahermucna, 1720, D.R.D., Book 28, p. 412. A triple cahir on a ridge overlooking Clare from the Shannon and Slieve Bernagh to Burren, Slieve Aughey and Callan; the fort is probably the largest cahir in our islands; the central ring measures 350 by 380 feet, the second 650 feet across; the third, 1500 by 1100 feet over all. The whole is much overthrown. Lesser forts are inserted in the walls to the west in the outer ring, and to the south in the second; traces of circular hollows and radiating walls remain. R.S.A.I., xxiii., p. 281, with view and plan.
202. **Caher of Langough** (42) lies south of the last on the flank of the ridge. It is a very remarkable structure, having been evidently rebuilt on a different plan across older foundations. At present it consists of a ring wall, 100 feet in diameter, of fine and shapely blocks on the edge of a low cliff. A less regular enclosure, 460 by 250 feet, surrounds this, meeting it at the cliff; while the foundation blocks of a large pear-shaped enclosure, 600 by 300 feet, girds the top of the knoll, passing under the second standing rampart. The foundations of two nearly parallel walls, 300 feet apart, run for about 400 feet to the south, the eastern making an abrupt turn inwards as it nears the border of Rathfolan townland, within which the foundations
have been removed. A defaced caher about 100 feet across
lies near the eastern wall. *Description*, R.S.A.I., xxiii., p. 284,
with view and plan.

Near these forts the cist, containing a mass of gold ornaments, was
found, forming the "Great Clare find," 1854. Catalogue of
Gold Ornaments, R.I.A., pp. 31-33.

203. **Caherkine** (42), Cathynachyne, 1287. Sir Thomas De Clare's
Inquisition. Caherquin, *alias* Caherkin, 1719, D.R.D., Book
26, p. 512. In 1655 it included Moghane and Caherscooby.

204. **Caherscooby** (42), 1641. A defaced caher lies in the townland.

**Clonloghan** (22 forts).

205. **Cahertighe** (51), so named in B.D., p. 171.

**Dromline** (15 forts).

206. **Caherfroogue**, 1617, in Dromline, perhaps Firgrove.

**Bunratty** (9 forts).

207. **Cahirhowhogan, alias** Deerpark of Bunratty, 1728, D.R.D.,

Kilmurry Parish has 12 forts, Kilfinaghta 29, Kilconry 5, Feenagh
12, Kilántinan 5, Killeely 2, St. Munchin's 1, and St. Patrick's
3 forts, but no caher names.
TULLA UPPER.

TULLA (43 forts).

208. Cahercottine, 1397, lands granted to Tulla church. Probably in Cutteenmore or Cutteenbeg (Sheet 35).

KILNOE (44 forts).

209. Caherhurley (28), caitir urthaile, 1380. It appears to have had an inner ring wall of stone now levelled, outside of which are a high earthen rampart, 180 feet across, a deep fosse, and an outer ring about 230 feet over all. It lies on a cultivated ridge. Several house foundations appear in the garth.

FEAKLE (10 forts).

TULLA LOWER.

OONNILOE (29 forts).

214. CAHER OF ISLAND CAHER (29), whence King Conor na Cathrach, 1080–1120, was named, some state, from his having built the caher. "Caherballymolony, alias Island Ca her, or Inishmahon in Togonela," 1655, B.D., p. 43, 1675, p. 13.

215. CAHERDERIGE (perhaps the last) is named in a grant of Teige O'Grady, 1585. Report of Deputy Keeper of the Records, Ireland.

216. CAHERDAVINE lies on the borders of this Barony in the Liberties of Limerick. Some nearly levelled cahers remain near it.

The forts in the other parishes of Tulla Lower are thus divided. Killuran 12, Clonlea 21, Kilseily 13, O'Brien's Bridge 30, Kilto lanleas 8, Killoken ney 19, Killaloe 30; except the Caher of Kincora, no name of a caher is recorded.

OTHER NOTEWORTHY FORTS.

KILLALOE.

217. KIN CORA (45), the well known residence of King Brian, 990–1014, had stone enclosures. No trace remains.

218. GRIANAN LACTHNA (36). A fort of earth and stones in it is a long oval heap of stones, 80 feet by 50 feet, surrounded by a circular earthenwork of two rings and a fosse much defaced, measuring 134 feet to 116 feet across the fort, the fosse being 17 feet wide. It was made by Lacht na, King of Thomond, circa 840. Description, R.S.A.I., xxiii., p. 191.

219. BEALBORUMA (36), locally Balboru fort. Kennedy and Mahon, Kings of Thomond, probably made this fort, circa 950–70, as Mahon is called "of Boruma" (but perhaps from that ford) in the "Wars of the Gaedhil with the Gaill." King Brian took his well-known appellation from it. It is a large earthen ring fort, 380 feet round the top, and 650 feet at the base, with a high earthenwork and a fosse at the end of a long spur where the Shannon leaves Lough Derg. The entrance is to the north. Description, R.S.A.I., xxii., p. 193.

1 "The timber and stones" were thrown into the River, 1118.
KILfenora.

220. Doon (16). A conspicuous fort, 296 feet by 310 feet, at the eastern end of a long ridge near Kilfenora. It is pear-shaped in plan, and consists of a well-cut fosse in the shale rock, 20 feet by 25 wide, and 5 feet deep. The ramparts of the fort are of earth; the dry-stone facing remains in parts; the platform is 15 feet above the field. There are two entrances to the west, one had a mound crossing the fosse, the other had a plank or drawbridge resting on a square-cut projection of shale rock. There was an entrance to the east above the steepest slope of the hill, reached by a flight of steps cut in the rock. Description and plan, R.S.A.I., xxvii., p. 126.

Kilballyowen.

221. DoonDoolroe (65). A promontory fort, consisting of a fosse between two earthworks curving outwards across the neck of a headland of the cliffs of Tullig. The country slopes from the coast, so that this fort is a conspicuous object inland.

![Diagram of Doonmore-Horse Island]

Fig. 9.—Doonmore—Horse Island.

222. Doonmore of Horse Island (71). A fort of very unusual design from its adaptation of natural features. It is founded on a peninsula joined to the land by a long bank of drift, about 100 feet high, which seems to have been shaped artificially (D). A shallow bay is formed in the curving strata on each side, and
where the rock bends up and makes the abrupt landward face of the peninsula, a dry-stone wall has been built at the same batter and backed by a mound. The eastern end of the peninsula has been isolated by the sea; the earthwork still appears on it (c). There are middens of limpets and other shells with polished pebbles inside the entrance at the causeway (A, b). *Description, R.S.A.I., xxviii.*, p. 410.

**Clooney in Bunratty.**

223. **Magh Adhair** (34). Seems to be a true mote. It is a nearly circular, flat-topped mound, the platform 100 feet across, and a high fosse and outer ring surround it, and a sloping causeway leads to the summit at the west side. A large cairn, 17 feet high, lies at the foot of this on the bank of the stream. The mote stands in a semicircular enclosure, with a natural amphitheatre of crags called Cragnakereoge. A basin stone lies north of the mound, and across the stream, about 140 feet away, is a pillar, 6 feet 3 inches high and 2 feet 6 inches broad. This place was used by the Dalcassians from the earliest times for the inauguration of their chiefs. *Description, R.S.A.I., xxi.*, p. 462, 463, with view. *Proc. R.I.A.,* ser. iii., vol. v., p. 58, with plan.
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Cahercottine (Tuulla), 208.
Cahercottine (Moyarta), 154.
Cahercoreaun, 147.
Caherduffine, 214.
Caherderige, 215.
Caherdemotygreens, 176.
Caherdine, 180.
Caherdooneerish, 1.
Caherdoonteigusa, 2.
Caheredrunasan, 107.
Caherduff (Burren), 11.
Caherduff (Ibrickan), 145.
Caherduff (Inchicronan), 174.
Caherea, 166, 171.
Cahereanmore, 92.
Cahereen, 129.
Cahereenmoyle, 98.
Cahereiny, 177.
Caherelany, 22.
Caheremon, 91.
Caherfadda, 102.
Caherfartagh, 83.
Caherfeneelk, 181.
Caherfrague, 206.
Cahergal (Bunvatty), 186.
Cahergal (Rath), 126.
Cahergal (Ruan), 129.
Cahergal (Quin), 193.
Cahergalline, 69.
Cahergar, 125.
Cahergidan, 184.
Cahergillaun, 74.
Caherglasha, 67.
Caherglass, 158.
Cahergowne, 170.
Cahergrady, 190.
Cahergal (Quin), 193.
Cahereddin, 184.
Cahergrillaun, 46.
Caherhurley, 209.
Cahericahill, 76.
Caheridona, 10.
Caheriskebohill, 34.
Caherkelley, 71.
Caherkernane, 179.
Caherkinalia, 68.
Caherkine, 203.
Caherlahertagh, 89.
Caherlappane, 37.
Cahereleane, 144.
Caherlisnananima, 42.
Caherlisnaniska, 43.
Caherlisnanroum, 45.
Caherloosecaun, 80.
Caherlough, 118.
Caherloughlin (Burren), 3.
Caherloughlin: see Ballykinvara.
Caherluny, 117.
Cahermman, 36.
Cahermacatier, 111.
Cahernacoon, 103.
Cahermackirilla (Carran), 47.
Cahermackirilla (Killeany), 37.
Cahernacrusheen, 65.
Cahernacun, 28.
Cahermaclancy, 66.
Cahernacormoun, 136.
Cahermaenaughten, 31.
Cahermaenrole, 47.
Cahernacun, 28.
Cahernacrea, 119.
Cahermailla, 192.
Cahermannagh, 72.
Cahernaryne, 200.
Cahermaenroe, 115.
Cahermigan, 127.
Caherminane, 88.
Cahermine, 189.
Cahermoghna, 201.
Cahermonghan, 195.
Cahermore: see Ballyallaban; Ballyconry; Gienquin; Kilbrecan; Killeen; Kilmaley; Knockatunna; Moher; Roughan; and Sheshy.
Cahermoney: see Caherbullog; Cahermonee; Cragreagh; Dangan; Glascloon; Roughan.
Cahernunigan, 189.
Cahernacartan: see Mohernacartan.
Cahermurphy (Tulla), 211; (Kilmihil), 161.
Cahernafurreesha, 75.
Cahernagat, 156.
Cahernaglsha (Mohernacartan), 50.
Cahernagree, 16.
Cahernagrian, 61.
Cahernague, 6.
Cahernahallin, 113.
Cahernahleanamna, 150.
Cahernahoonan, 8.
Cahernaboyle, 155.
Cahernakirika, 109.
Cahernalough, 178.
Cahernamart, 122.
Cahernamo, 130.
Cahernamweela, 40.
Cahernamweera, 123.
Cahernaspekeee, 67.
Cahernateenina, 38.
Cahernavillare, 120.
Cahernasemobreer, 132.
Cahernoughtis, 153.
Caherogan, 139.
Caherogherlinny, 113.
Caheroney, 199.
Caherpheeegaun, 79.
Caherpolla Fahassane, 55.
Caherpolla (Kilmaboy), 116.
Caherpolla Lismoran, 24.
Caherreagh, 68.
Caherrebane, 198.
Caherrush, 140.
Cahersaual, 148.
Cahersavun, 100.
Caherscrebeen, 101.
Caherscooby, 204.
Cahershane, 187.
Cahershaughnessy, 185.
Cahersheerkin, 96.
Caherahillagh, 114.
Caherfortige, 205.
Caher Tirenevochter, 124.
Caherveylane, 85.
Cahervickna, 119.
Caher walsh, 56.
Caherwarraga, 5.
Caherwillyhere, 181.
Caherwoughtereen, 113.
Caherwooly, 32.
Caherycoosaun, 81.
Caheryhoulagha, 32.
Caheryline, 92.
Cathair Crallaha, 51.
Cahragheeduva, 107.
Cahristellaghin, 112.
Carranah, 185.
Cargoune, 170.
Carriowenchottten, 154.
Cathair Flionnabhrach, 86.
Cashlaun Gar, 99.
Chagher: see Caher, 179.
Chareconde, 175.
Cloonmartin, 27.
Cragataska, 191.
Crathmoher, 130.
Cragreagh, 18.
Creveagh, 189.

Dangan, 6.
Doon, 220.
Doonagore, 64.
Doonagrooge, 63.
Doondoolros, 221.
Doonnacfelin, 63.
Doonmore, 222.

Peenagh, 25.

Garrycloon, 30.
Glascloon, 146.
Glenquin, 106.
Grianan Lachtna, 218.

Kaher: see Caher.
Kilbrecan, 182.
Killeen, 107.
Kilmaley, 167.
Kincora, 217.
Knockatunna, 167.
Kylestaan, 52.

Langough, 202.
Lischarhuanaglisha, 122.
Lisderreen na Caheragh, 95.
Lismacesheedy, 26.

Magh Adhair, 223.
Moghane, 201.
Moher, 23.
Moheramoylan, 48.
Mohermacartan, 50.
Mortyclough, 9.
Mullach, 108.

Newmarket, 194.
Ooanknocknagrouch, 7.
Poucaragharsush, 49.
Roughan, 105.
Shebhy, 59.
Teernea, 124.
Tullydea, 122.
ADDENDA.

Page 132 (No. 10), Kilbract.—This is a late church, probably of the sixteenth or early seventeenth century. It measures externally 30½ feet by 61½ feet. The end walls are 4½ feet thick, and a partition wall, with a recess probably for an altar, crosses the church 17 feet from the east end. There was a small window in the apex of each gable, now nearly destroyed, below which is a row of corbels and two ambreys in each case. There were three windows and a door in each side; only the western one of the south wall remains, a plain square-headed window with two lights plainly chamfered and a hood. The doors were pointed; one had a round moulding.

,, 134 (No 21), Glencolumbcallie.—The east window is chamfered and recessed, the light 6 inches wide, the head fallen. It belongs, like the gable and part of the south wall, to the twelfth century. The south window was closed when O'Brien's tomb was built; the south door is pointed and of the fifteenth century, the north and west walls are nearly down. The church measures externally 21½ feet by 42 feet, and once extended farther westward; the walls are 2½ feet thick. The church stands in a large rath. A small broken cross with plain octagonal shaft stands on a base with three steps near the road.

,, 139 (No 46), Kiltachymore.—The church measures 15 feet by 30 feet internally, the walls being 2½ feet thick. It is of large old masonry. The east window seems on the point of falling; it has a massive inner lintel and a chamfered sill.

,, 144 (No. 65), Kilquane.—There is a bullaun in the graveyard.

,, 175, add to the list of photographs. Churches—Croghane, Glencolumbicille, Kilbract, Kilchrist, Kiltachymore, Kilfinnanes, Kinalia.

,, 423 (No 32), Cahereldonula stands on a steep and in parts perpendicular knoll of rock. The wall is double, of good coursed masonry; the sections respectively 7 feet 2 inches and 3 feet 6 inches. The gate was 3 feet 10 inches wide, with side slabs 4 feet 6 inches high, and two lintels 6 feet 2 inches and 5 feet 8 inches long. The fort is 92 feet in external diameter.

,, 431 (No. 104) Caherafora.—An oval cairn of good coursed masonry with upright joints. It measures externally 163 feet north and south, and 125 feet east and west. The wall is 12½ feet thick, and the gateway to the east. A dolmen 24 feet long lies near it to the west, and a cairn 9 feet high and 79 feet in diameter to the north. Stone implements were found in the townland.

,, 460 (No. 196), Caherafort is in Ballinooskny.